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Dear customers,
Dear partners,
we are very proud to issue this first SCANeR™ software catalogue aiming at articulating the key features of our
software products as well as the wide range of use-cases that they address.
The automotive market is going through the deepest transformation since the adoption of the combustion
engine; meanwhile the global mobility market - as a whole - is reinventing itself.
Global warming and government regulations are demanding energy efficient vehicles leading to large scale
electrification, consumers are showing an increasing appetite for shared mobility services as well as near
instant delivery of food and goods, thus triggering the creation of fleet management, shuttle, Robo-Taxi
operators as well as highly automated logistical supply chains. High definition maps, Global Navigation Satellite
System, new sensing technology from LIDARs to radars, augmented reality and Artificial Intelligence allow for
ever more advanced Driving Assistance Systems as well as – ultimately - Autonomous Driving for cars, trucks,
trains, agriculture as well as earthmoving equipment. Traditional OEMs, tier one manufacturers as well as
innovative startups are racing to deliver these new mobility services and to shorten Time-To-Market.
In order to develop, test and secure your mobility services, applications as well as technologies simulation is
becoming critical. It is also becoming key to use a common and open simulation platform throughout the
development cycle and to meet the widest range of simulation use-cases as well as standards.
SCANeR™ offers the most complete, open and modular driving simulation platform in line with most emerging
standards. It was invented nearly 30 years ago by Renault - a leading automotive manufacturer - who leveraged
it to shorten its product development lifecycle. It has been since enriched by OKTAL and then AVSimulation
which was incorporated in July 2017 to turn SCANeR™ into a global standard.
SCANeR™ addresses the need to model vehicles, headlight, sensors, traffic, pedestrians and terrain giving the
user the ability to create either invented while complex urban environments to challenge their systems or
automatic roads environment from high definition maps. AVSimulation has invested heavily in 2019 to improve
the SCANeR™ validation capabilities with the Explore module and to generate thousands of relevant accidentprone scenes with the Scenario module. In order to fully leverage dedicated data centers or public cloud such
as Azure we have created the Compute Module giving our users the ability to drive millions of virtual miles.
Mobility has become a race and SCANeR™ is the ultimate accelerator to win.
Thanks for your trust in our product and in AVSimulation.
Innovate > Simulate > Accelerate

Emmanuel Chevrier
CEO AVSimulation
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Introduction to SCANeR™studio
SCANeR™studio is the outcome of nearly 30 years of development inspired by leading automotive
manufacturers and simulation specialists. Its Intellectual Property is fully owned by AVSimulation since
its creation in July 2017 and has been significantly enriched in 2018 with the 1.8 version bringing unique
features such as HD map import and automated terrain generation and massive simulation running on
HPC. Today SCANeR™studio is a recognized worldwide leader in the automotive simulation software
domain, offering environments for Researchers, Engineering and Training, in particular for
Autonomous and Connected Vehicle or Advanced Driver Assistance Systems simulation as well as
Human Factors studies and HIL:
•

•

•

Engineering and product development:
Automobile manufacturers (OEM) and equipment manufacturers developing complete
vehicles or systems (ADAS, Lighting, etc.).
The implementation of our simulation solutions and SIL/HIL benches allow:
o Reduction in the cycles of development,
o Limiting of the gap between functional validation and the prototype test,
o Fine-tuning and validation of on-board systems.
Research:
Research Segments are the Universities, laboratories and institutes of research.
Main aim is to conduct Human Factor research on systems and means of transport, as well as
transport infrastructure from technical, economic and sociological perspectives.
Also involved in the improvement of driver assistance systems, comfort and security as well as
security from an ergonomic viewpoint, man-machine interaction, etc.
Training
Worldwide, an increasing number of those involved in driver training and driver awareness
(Training centers, Transport operators, Insurance companies, Local and District councils) are
interested in acquiring simulators.)
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SCANeR™studio is a complete software suite leading the simulation field for automotive, truck and bus
applications.
It is organized as modular and scalable software to meet all users’ needs.
•
•
•
•

SCANeR™studio Essential: base software configuration, containing all essential features and
primary datasets for automotive simulation,
Optional Modules: additional modules for specific uses cases and applications,
Optional Features: additional functionalities for extending modules capabilities,
Optional Datasets: additional 3D environments, 3D objects libraries, scenarios and models.

Figure 1: SCANeR™studio software suite

SCANeR™studio is an open software, the full featured SDK is provided with all configurations at no
extra charge. With this SDK, customers have the ability to adapt SCANeR™studio to their needs,
existing company tools or third-party software (Windows, Linux compatible).
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SCANeR™studio can be easily upgraded, the software installer can be downloaded from our website,
www.avsimulation.fr, using your personal account.
SCANeR™studio is a scalable software allowing the users to use the same software for several kinds of
automotive simulations:

SCANeR™ is a suite of tools to address many use cases:
•
•
•

SCANeR™studio: See p 10.Testing and driving simulation
SCANeR™explore: See p 32. Validation and testing, test plan management and scenario
generation.
SCANeR™compute: See p 34. Massive simulation (HPC, Cloud), solver version of SCANeR™
simulation models.

Licenses are available in the following formats:
•
•
•

USB Dongle (can be moved by the client),
Node-locked (fixed onto one computer),
License server with floating tokens.
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SCANeR™studio Essential package
The SCANeR™studio Essential package is the minimal SCANeR™studio configuration for all users.

It includes the SCANeR™studio simulation engine and all necessary modules for starting up automotive
simulation (Realtime and non-Realtime):
Module

Description

RECORDER
MODELHANDLER + Callas RT

Records SCANeR™studio network messages during simulation.
Handles the vehicle dynamics model at runtime. Includes runtime of Callas
AVSimulation advanced vehicle dynamics model.
Manages different points of view in the VISUAL module.
Manages different cockpits displayed in the VISUAL module.
Creates and edit a user interface with which the user can monitor and
control a simulation (compatible with touchpad screen).
Displays a read only control pad.
Allows display and modifications of vehicle dynamics model custom inputs
and outputs.
Emulates a vehicle dashboard.
Generates ghost vehicle able to replay a previously recorded drive during
the current drive.
Simulates a GPS sensor.
Enables the instructor(s) and the subject to speak to one another before
and during the simulation session.
Precisely controls the execution of modules in a non-realtime execution.
Handles 3D collisions and physics behavior of simulation objects.
Replays movements of a motion platform.
Ensures the motion system safety strategy (dynamic simulators only).
Generates synthetic sound environment.
Enables the user to add bookmarks (named time markers) at different
moments of the simulation.
Records all VEN messages exchanged during a simulation.

CAMERA MANAGER
COCKPIT MANAGER
CONTROLPAD DESIGNER
CONTROLPAD VIEWER
CUSTOM VEHICLE IO
DASHBOARD
GHOST
GPS SENSOR
INTERCOM
OFFLINE SCHEDULER
PHYSICS
REPLAY GUI
SAFETY
SOUND
TIMEMARKER
VENRECORDER
TRAFFIC & PEDESTRIAN
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

SCANeRTMstudio

The main interface of SCANeR™studio allows users to set up, prepare and run the simulation or analyse
the results.
SCANeR™studio is organized around the following simulation workflow:
•
•
•
•
•

TERRAIN mode: road and terrain preparation and modelling,
VEHICLE mode: vehicle models’ preparation and modelling,
SCENARIO mode: tune initial conditions and script events,
SIMULATION mode: execute and monitor the simulation,
ANALYSIS mode: replay/analyse recorded data.

Each step of this workflow has its own focused user interface mode.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪

Full graphical environment
Drag and Drop interactions
Available in English and French
Customizable layout

Terrain mode

▪
▪
▪

Create RoadXML© environments
Edit logical network, driving surface and surrounding environment
Import external file formats to automate RoadXML© environments creation (the
advanced editing requires an additional license)
3D generation. Requires an additional license

▪
Vehicle mode

▪
▪

▪

Edit and test logical information, visual model and vehicle category
Edit and test vehicle dynamics model’s description and characteristics
(transmission, engine, tires, chassis, sound…). The CALLAS edition requires an
additional license
Standard ISO vehicle dynamics tests

Scenario mode

▪
▪
▪
▪

Define scenario parameters
Position and set-up vehicles/drivers
Build events with MICE, user friendly language
Use Python programming language for more advanced scripting

Simulation mode

▪
▪
▪
▪

Selection of the driving scenarios, monitoring of the simulation
Start and monitoring of the simulation sessions
Dynamically interact with simulation
Record and replay simulations

Analysis mode

▪
▪

Explore recorded data synchronously with 3D views and videos
Export data to MS Excel or standard CSV files
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

DRIVER

The DRIVER module included in the SCANeR™studio Essential package controls the main interface
between the software and the actual cockpit. This interface is bi-directional:
-

Acquisition of the actions of the driver on the cockpit (steering wheel, pedals, buttons …),
Computing of the feedbacks to render to the driver (e.g.: torque in the steering wheel, light
signals).

Three driving modes are available:
•
•
•

HumanDriver: for driver in the loop simulation (real driver).
VirtualDriver: for vehicle development, setup and engineering, it is an automatic control loop
capable of open or closed loop commands control (lateral and/or longitudinal).
TrafficDriver (optional module Traffic and Pedestrian required): It is an Artificial Intelligence
based model used to compute the simulation’s surrounding vehicle movements and actions
(also including trailers and two-wheeled vehicles). In addition, using the option module
Autonomous Driving, you can benefit of the dynamic switching between manual an
autonomous mode to simulate an ADAS.

Several drivers may be used in the same simulation session (for each additional driver into the loop,
one Driver optional module is required).
An interface is available to monitor and configure driving parameters:
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Technical data
Main features

▪
▪

Real time and offline support
Autonomous driving / Shared driving

Accounting

▪

The SCANeR™studio Essential package allows to run the
Human driver plugin on one PC
One instance of this software package is needed for each
additional computer running a Human driver plugin

▪
Included simulation modules

▪
▪
▪

DriverHandler
Human driver plugin
Virtual driver plugin

▪
▪

DirectX (game controllers or keyboards)
Generic UDP (sample and SDK provided) and VEN to
connect a cockpit
Requires the additional the Force Feedback Feature for
Sensodrive steering wheels and pedals

Human Driver
Supported protocols

▪
Virtual Driver
Lateral control

▪
▪
▪
▪

Fixed steering wheel angle
User defined steering wheel angle
Straight line or circle following
User defined trajectory following

Longitudinal control

▪
▪

Follow a speed target or pedal position
Speed profile

Gearbox

▪

Manual, automatic or sequential gearboxes available

Traffic Driver
For Traffic Driver please see TRAFFIC module technical data.
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

SCENARIO

With the SCENARIO module (included in the SCANeR™studio Essential package) you can keep a full
control of the driving sessions: the interface enables you to trigger events, create situations where the
elements can interact together.
Each scenario defines the 3D environment, the weather conditions, the time in the day or night, the
EGO vehicle and the traffic vehicles. The experiment manager can also add pedestrians, animated
objects of specific static objects in the environment.
For the traffic vehicles and specific objects, the user can specify if the integrated A.I. engine of
SCANeR™ will control them, or if specific behaviours are defined in the script.
The module comes with an intuitive and powerful script editor. Users can easily create rules that will
trigger actions based on simulation conditions. Two programming languages are available:
- MICE, Task and rules graphical scripting for the simple scripts,
- Python programming for the advanced or complex ones.
Scenario gives also the possibility to prepare the debriefing of exercises by computing indicators or
criteria to be recorded.
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Key features
Vehicles

▪
▪
▪
▪

Position of the vehicles on the road
Relationship between vehicles
Vehicle equipment and actuators
Triggers activation

Traffic and pedestrian model

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Autonomous traffic vehicles
Autonomous pedestrians
Scriptable behaviour
Swarm
Traffic lights

Environment

▪
▪
▪

Geographical and logical characteristics of the road
3D objects with physics characteristics
Weather conditions

Data exchange

▪
▪
▪
▪

VEN protocol
Export channels
Custom vehicle inputs / outputs
Physiological data inputs and record

Devices

▪
▪
▪

Trigger special effects for the motion systems
Trigger sounds (vehicle, user sounds, etc.)
Trigger events depending of tracking devices support: eye
tracker and head tracker

Tools and Documentation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

400 high level functions
MICE simple interaction language
Python support for advanced scripting
Interactive help for scripting
48 scenario samples

Included modules

▪

SCENARIO
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

CALLAS Vehicle dynamics model (Runtime)

The SCANeR™studio Essential package includes a library of the premium CALLAS vehicle dynamics
models ready to be used for high-end driving simulators and automotive engineering:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Supermini gas/diesel/electric,
SmallFamily gas/diesel/electric, clutch/converter/CVT,
LargeFamily gas/diesel,
Executive standard/sport,
SUV (4x4),
Pickup standard/sport,
Motorsport GT/GP2.

The level of details and validation of this model enables a realistic driving experience when used and
can be used to develop, evaluate and validate vehicles and systems in an engineering environment.
The CALLAS model is designed to provide a wide range of applications: truck, bus, cars, motorsport,
machine, tractors and military vehicles (such as tracked vehicles), etc.
Each vehicle model can include a variation of options: engines, suspension settings, tires … The
configuration can be selected when preparing a new experiment.
The optional Add-on truck feature enriches the libraries with heavy vehicle models.
To edit the characteristics of these vehicle dynamics models, the optional feature Add-on CALLAS
Vehicle Edition is required. It gives access to any internal parameters and to all the extensive features
provided by the CALLAS model.
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Key features
Main features

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Vehicle configuration:
o Combustion or electric powered
o Detailed power and fuel consumption data
o Electronic assistances
o From light vehicles to industrial trucks
o Driveline can be mechanical or hydrostatic and differential layout
o Air springs with ride height control
o Turret and firing features
o Freedom degrees: starts from 16 for a simple car to more than 100 for
very detailed trucks
o Suspension model
o Callas tire model
Trailers:
o Up to 4 trailers can be attached
o Trailers can have their own engine and driveline
o Links can be edited: ball, tie-rod, generic (with non-linear stiffness and
damping)
o steering command can be: driver, tie-rod angle, vehicle relative angles
An API is available to enrich these models with:
o C/C++ plugins
o Sub-models in Simulink (a toolset is available). Using Simulink, a vehicle
component can be used in co-simulation as well as plugin
The plugins or sub-models can:
o Access to any input or output variable (more than 3000 variables are
available)
o Replace an existing component (engine, suspension, tire, steering,
brakes, transmission…)
o Add new features in the model (low level access to the torque, forces,
pressure, voltage, geometry…)
o Record their own data in SCANeR™studio result file
Edit the dataset of the vehicle dynamics models
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

VISUAL

The VISUAL module included in the SCANeR™studio Essential package computes and generate the
most detailed 3D environment to give a full immersion to the drivers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terrain
Vehicles: rotation of all wheels, body animation to perceive vehicle movement (high braking),
driver head animation
Animated lights (indicators, brake, full lights, fog lights, dipped lights, DRL)
Pedestrians (advanced pedestrians using various kinds of behaviour)
Smooth animated bicycles and motorbikes
Dynamic signs
Animated traffic lights
Barriers.

It is designed and optimized for automotive simulation. It includes modern rendering technics,
synchronization, distributed and scalable system, compatibility with all display systems (projection,
screens, HMD, 3D, Cave).
Its architecture is opened and can load any OpenSceneGraph compatible data format. Using the
VisualPlugin API, part of Studio SDK, get a full access to the scene graph of the VISUAL and add custom
rendering (HUD, augmented reality, special effects).
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Key features
Rendering
Technologies

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

High Dynamic Range (HDR)
Adaptive tone map for more natural rendering
Blooming effect
Physics realist light
Motion capture animated pedestrian
3D visualization
Full shader rendering

Scalability

▪
▪
▪

Use one PC or a cluster of PCs
Use as many screen or image projector as you need
Add mirrors in 3D scene or as a dedicated screen

Weather
rendering

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Rain/Snow fall
Fog
Very cloudy to blue sky
Wind, influence on clouds movement and rain and snow drop
Physical Rain model computed on GPU
Windshield impacts

Virtual mock-up

▪
▪
▪

Dashboard
Animated cockpit
Mirrors

Viewpoints

▪
▪
▪

Driver point of view inside the car
Relative to the car
Fixed position

Configuration

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Resolution, projection matrix, clipping planes
LOD threshold
Anti-Aliasing level, anisotropic filtering
Extrapolation smoothing
Frame-lock (requires NVidia Quadro Gsync)
Stereo rendering, interocular distance
Refresh rate, vertical synchronization
Water surface animation
Vehicle water sprays, road reflections
Windshield, raindrop impact
Glare level, light streaks, shadows, HDR
Tone mapping operator
Text message font
Recommended graphics card: High end NVIDIA GeForce or AMD
Professional graphic boards are recommended for multiple screens systems with stereo
display

Extensibility

▪

Scripting: Specific functions to the event-based scripting language to display text or images
or to change point of view or weather
API: Customize the 3D scene with plugins
1 visual module can be divided into several channels (eg 1 GPU with 3 screens)

▪
▪

Included
simulation
modules

▪
▪

VISUAL
Dynamic Reflections Plugin (improve cars’ bodies surfaces rendering quality)
Depth of Field Plugin (add a Depth of Field affect)

Token
Manangement

▪
▪

SCANeR™studio Essential package includes 1 VISUAL module
1 instance of this package is needed for each additional computer running a VISUAL module
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

SOUND

The SOUND module of the SCANeR™studio Essential package allows having one computer generating
sounds.
The SOUND module allows simulating virtual 3D audio environments in real-time. It is based on real
sound samples and is generated with its own 3D location. Sound module can handle multiple channels
with 3D spatialization.
For example, it permits to the user to hear different sounds like the engine sound or start, the car horn
or the ground surface rolling sounds.
It may also be used for a vibration system on seat or pedals, in this case only some audio sources
(engine, road surface) are enabled.
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Key features
Sounds for driven vehicle

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Engine (modulated with engine speed and load)
Tires (including lateral and longitudinal screeches)
Aerodynamic (modulated with vehicle speed)
Road surface dependent
Attached sound (horn, ignition, indicator, backup beep,
body hit, sirens)

Sounds for other vehicles

▪
▪

Engine sound (returned in 3D with Doppler effect)
Any attached sound (horn, sirens, etc.).

Other sounds

▪
▪

A 2D/3D sound attached to a specific vehicle
A 2D/3D sound attached to a specific point in the 3D
environment
Predefined samples triggered by the script or any API
module

▪
Included simulation modules

▪

Sound

Hardware requirements

▪

Sound card designed to render 3D sound (3D sound card
DirectSound compatible)
Recommended minimum configuration: SoundBlaster Live
5.1, otherwise SoundBlaster Audigy 2.

▪
Token Manangement

▪
▪

SCANeR™studio Essential package includes 1 SOUND
module.
1 instance of this software package is needed for each
additional computer running a SOUND module.
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

PHYSICS

PHYSICS module includes into the SCANeR™studio Essential package is the SCANeR™studio real-time
physics engine (gravity, collision, friction).
It enables to handle 3D collisions and physics behaviour of simulation objects with Interactive &
Autonomous vehicle, Pedestrian, Bicycle Infrastructure objects and Crash barrier.
The model is based on a full featured physics engine and allows real time scenario interactions for
collisions detections and attaching/detaching objects to vehicles.
The users also have the possibility to create different interactions by using the script.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪

▪

Real time physics engine
Offline support
All type of collisions:
o Objects to objects
o Objects to vehicles
o Vehicles to vehicles
Dynamic ground feature

Scenario interactions

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Collision detection
Collision information
Join / Disjoin objects and vehicle
Position
Activation/Deactivation

Vehicle interactions

▪

Collision force restitution on dynamic models

Included modules

▪

PHYSICS
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

GPS SENSOR

*
GPSSENSOR module included in the SCANeR™studio Essential package allows to simulate a GPS
sensor: the position of a vehicle equipped with this sensor is converted into wgs84 (World Geodetic
System 1984) coordinates (latitude/longitude/altitude) using RoadXML© projected information. This
module can also be used to send the GPS position to Nokia/Navteq ADAS-RP software in order to
access to Electronic Horizon (not provided by SCANeR™).
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪

Convert cartesian position to wgs84 coordinates.
Send GPS position to Nokia/Navteq ADAS-RP.

Token Manangement

▪

SCANeR™studio Essential package includes 1 GPSSENSOR
module.
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

Traffic and Pedestrian

The Traffic and Pedestrian package gives access to the TRAFFIC, WALKERTRAFFIC and TRAFFICTOOLS
modules.
TRAFFIC is an A.I. based module used to compute traffic vehicles movements and actions (including
cars, trucks, bus, bicycles, motorcycles, trailers and 2-wheeled vehicle).
WALKERTRAFFIC is an A.I. based module used to compute the pedestrian movements and actions.
TRAFFICTOOLS module allows to generates new vehicles during the simulation thanks to source and
sink features. Source is a tool that allows to automatically produce vehicles (define a vehicle flow per
hour). A Sink allows to delete vehicles produced by a Source.
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Key features
Main features

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulated entities

Vehicles

•
•
•
•
•

Simulation level
Maximum entities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extension
Included
simulation
modules

•
•
•
•
•

Alive beings

The artificial intelligence included in these modules can control the trajectories
and behaviour of traffic vehicles and pedestrians.
Script functions available to trigger events on pedestrian and vehicles.
Swarm traffic.
Dynamic vehicle creation (e.g. using sources and sinks).
Dynamic signs management (e.g. control traffic lights).
The behaviour of the pedestrians and vehicles can be changed by script:
o Force vehicle to change lane
o Force pedestrians to cross a road outside of the pedestrian crossing
o Force the speed or acceleration
o Respect/ don't respect road signs
Activate lights
Vehicles (cars, truck, buses, 2-wheels, trailers)
Alive being (pedestrian, animals)
Infrastructure (traffic lights, barriers, message board)
Observe traffic rules:
o Speed limit
o Priority
o Road signs (traffic light, yield, stop)
Avoid collisions with other vehicles and pedestrians
Overtake if needed
Change lane to avoid high density or too slow lane
Put the light and indicators on/off when needed
Anticipate manoeuvres in order to accelerate and turn smoothly
Swarm area definition
Source and Sink control
Pedestrians and animals
Stay on their path (sidewalk, etc.)
Avoid each other
Pedestrians cross roads on pedestrian crossing
Pedestrians observe traffic light when crossing a road
Nano and micro simulation
Vary according to material configuration, played data (3D environment,
number of vehicles, alive being, etc.)
+/- 200 (can be extended with AimsunTraffic)
TSS Aimsun traffic model can be added for a mixed traffic simulation
TRAFFIC
WALKERTRAFFIC
TRAFFICTOOLS
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

Simulation Engine : SDK

Studio’s Software Development Kit (SDK) is a set of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that
offers the possibility to users to exchange data, synchronize platforms and systems, interface
algorithms and strategies, etc. with SCANeR™studio simulation engine.
All our APIs are C based, depending of their aim these are also available for the following programming
language: C, C++, C#, Simulink, LabView, Python, RTMaps.
Compatible environments:
•
•
•
•

Windows.
Linux.
Matlab/Simulink R2016.
Visual Studio 2013.
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Each API is dedicated to a specific area of the SCANeR™ simulation:
APIs Name

SCANeR™ API

AFS API

Scenario API

VehicleDynamics API

Description
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package
Create your own module to get access in real-time to all simulation data in reading
and writing
To go further, create your own supervisor to automate the simulation launch (batch
simulations)
Compatible with the optional module HEADLIGHT
Pilot the vehicle headlights by interfacing your Adaptive Front light System to
SCANeR™studio, with scenario environment as input
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package
Modify or create SCANeR™ scenario file (make scenario’s parameters varying to
study the influence of variations of one or several parameters in a system on the
behaviour of all the system for the same situation)
Compatible with the optional feature CUSTOM VEHICLE DYNAMICS INTERFACE.
Create or interface your own vehicle model:
Build a plugin (DLL)
Or use the UDP or SISCI communication
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package

CALLAS API
Externalize CALLAS components vehicle model such as the GMP or the transmission
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package
VEN API

Open communication protocol to communicate between SCANeR™studio and/or
non SCANeR™ processes
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package

Visual Plugin API
Image Sharing API

Add custom effect to the visual process
Compatible with the optional module SENSORS
Retrieve a stream from a camera sensor output
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package

HTTP API

Motion API

NightTest API

Build your own supervision application for simulation launch
Compatible with the optional module MOTION
Develop your own communication plugin to be interfaced your custom motion
platform with our MOTIONHANDLER module
Or, develop your own motion cueing to be interfaced with our MOTIONHANDLER
module
Compatible with the optional module HEADLIGHT
Manage night test configuration file
Compatible with the SCANeR™studio Essential package
DRIVER

UDP Protocols
RT GATEWAY

Connect a custom-made cockpit to SCANeR™studio DRIVER
module
Compatible with the optional module REAL-TIME GATEWAY
Externalize any SCANeR™studio Network messages on UDP
packets (ease the dialog with a Real-Time Platform)
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SCANeR™studio Essential package

Included data sets
With the installer of SCANeR™studio comes a default set of data for all users to benefit of a ready to
use automotive simulator. The default data set includes data for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scenarios,
3D Environments (terrains),
3D Objects,
Vehicles,
Pedestrian,
Animals,
GPS Sensor,
SDK samples.

Default delivered data can be completed by the users with their own data. SCANeR™studio supports
native OpenSceneGraph file formats as OSGEarth, OSGB, OSGT, OSG, IVE, etc. It embeds plugins
delivered with OpenSceneGraph to load additional 3D formats as DAE, 3DS, OBJ, FLT, DXF.
For 3D objects creation AVSimulation recommends 3ds Max. A plugin is delivered as a tool for
exporting 3D objects compatible with SCANeR™studio.
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Default data set

Key features

3D Environments

•
•
•
•
•
•
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

3D objects

Vehicles

Overview

17 Terrains,
Compatible Left and Right end Traffic,
Countryside,
Highway,
Motorway,
Urban …
> 200 3D objects,
French signs,
Alive,
Buildings,
Herbal,
Road Deformation,
Road Infrastructure.
Cars,
Trucks,
Buses,
Motorcycles and bicycles,
Trailers.

Pedestrians

▪ Men
▪ Women
▪ Kids

Animals

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

SDK samples

▪ SCANeR™ API (ADAS, etc.),
▪ AFS API (Adaptive Front lights System
strategies)
▪ Scenario API (Scenario generation).
▪ VehicleDynamics API
▪ CALLAS API (CALLAS components)
▪ VEN API
▪ Visual Plugin API
▪ Image Sharing API
▪ HTTP API
▪ Motion API
▪ NightTest API
▪ UDP for DRIVER
▪ UDP for RTGATEWAY.

Cow
Horse
Cat
Dog
Deer
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SCANeR™explore

MASSIVE SIMULATION
Test plans for advanced system require intensive simulation and raise the need for test plan edition,
scenario generation and simulation execution as fast as possible to obtain the result and validate in
the system is robust and safe enough.
Our solution includes SCANeR™ explore, a test plan editor that allow re-generating variation of
scenarios by modifying any of its parameters. To limit the combinatoric explosion we provide different
statistical method to draw values from ranges chosen by the user and by allowing the definition of
constrains between parameter values. This allow to define complete test plan where the user can
control the number of test cases and ensure a proper coverage. Thousands of scenario variation can
be generated in minutes and be executed locally or in High Performance Computing infrastructures,
on premises or in the cloud. The computation of the result of each scenario is made by “SCANeR™
compute” application, which is a “solver only” version of SCANeR™, very fast, light and easy to deploy
on Windows or Linux environment. Multiple instances can be executed in parallel to take benefice
from multi-core architecture.
This complete solution is already deployed by our customer to perform test on millions of virtual
kilometers.SCANeR™ explore
SCANeR™ explore is a test plan editor that allows parametric generation of scenarios.
SCANeR™ explore main features are:
•

Test plan editor:
o Scenario based
o Different method for value distribution: Factorial, Statistical, custom distribution laws
o Parameters constraints
o Support all scenario parameters
o Customizable with python
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•
•

Scenario generator
SCANeR simulation launcher

It includes the SCANeR™studio simulation engine and all necessary modules for starting up automotive
simulation (Realtime and non-Realtime):
Module

Description

RECORDER
MODELHANDLER + Callas RT

Records SCANeR™studio network messages during simulation.
Handles the vehicle dynamics model at runtime. Includes runtime of Callas
AVSimulation advanced vehicle dynamics model.
Manages different points of view in the VISUAL module.
Manages different cockpits displayed in the VISUAL module.
Precisely controls the execution of modules in a non-realtime execution.
Handles 3D collisions and physics behavior of simulation objects.
Replays movements of a motion platform.
Ensures the motion system safety strategy (dynamic simulators only).
Generates synthetic sound environment.
Enables the user to add bookmarks (named time markers) at different
moments of the simulation.
Records all VEN messages exchanged during a simulation.

CAMERA MANAGER
COCKPIT MANAGER
OFFLINE SCHEDULER
PHYSICS
REPLAY GUI
SAFETY
SOUND
TIMEMARKER
VENRECORDER
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SCANeR™compute

SCANeR™ compute
SCANeR™ compute is light version of SCANeR™, easy to deploy and to batch, dedicated to massive
simulation.
SCANeR™ compute main features are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to deploy and to batch
No GUI/Edition
Multiple instances on the same node
Windows (Pro/Server)
Linux (Ubuntu LTS/CentOS 7)
Docker support
Linux headless support: run without X server, with GPU support for senors, camera and visual
(via EGL)
Adapted license model
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It includes the SCANeR™studio simulation engine and all necessary modules for starting up automotive
simulation (Realtime and non-Realtime):
Module

Description

RECORDER
MODELHANDLER + Callas RT

Records SCANeR™studio network messages during simulation.
Handles the vehicle dynamics model at runtime. Includes runtime of Callas
AVSimulation advanced vehicle dynamics model.
Manages different points of view in the VISUAL module.
Manages different cockpits displayed in the VISUAL module.
Creates and edit a user interface with which the user can monitor and
control a simulation (compatible with touchpad screen).
Simulates a GPS sensor.
Enables the instructor(s) and the subject to speak to one another before
and during the simulation session.
Precisely controls the execution of modules in a non-realtime execution.
Handles 3D collisions and physics behavior of simulation objects.
Replays movements of a motion platform.
Ensures the motion system safety strategy (dynamic simulators only).
Generates synthetic sound environment.
Enables the user to add bookmarks (named time markers) at different
moments of the simulation.
Records all VEN messages exchanged during a simulation.

CAMERA MANAGER
COCKPIT MANAGER
CONTROLPAD DESIGNER
GPS SENSOR
INTERCOM
OFFLINE SCHEDULER
PHYSICS
REPLAY GUI
SAFETY
SOUND
TIMEMARKER
VENRECORDER
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36

Optional Modules

The Optional Modules are additional modules for specific uses cases and applications like sensors,
headlight, traffic…
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Optional modules

Traffic and Pedestrian

The Traffic and Pedestrian package gives access to the TRAFFIC, WALKERTRAFFIC and TRAFFICTOOLS
modules.
TRAFFIC is an A.I. based module used to compute traffic vehicles movements and actions (including
cars, trucks, bus, bicycles, motorcycles, trailers and 2-wheeled vehicle).
WALKERTRAFFIC is an A.I. based module used to compute the pedestrian movements and actions.
TRAFFICTOOLS module allows to generates new vehicles during the simulation thanks to source and
sink features. Source is a tool that allows to automatically produce vehicles (define a vehicle flow per
hour). A Sink allows to delete vehicles produced by a Source.
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Key features
Main features

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulated entities

Vehicles

•
•
•
•
•

Simulation level
Maximum entities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extension
Included
simulation
modules

•
•
•
•
•

Alive beings

The artificial intelligence included in these modules can control the trajectories
and behaviour of traffic vehicles and pedestrians.
Script functions available to trigger events on pedestrian and vehicles.
Swarm traffic.
Dynamic vehicle creation (e.g. using sources and sinks).
Dynamic signs management (e.g. control traffic lights).
The behaviour of the pedestrians and vehicles can be changed by script:
o Force vehicle to change lane
o Force pedestrians to cross a road outside of the pedestrian crossing
o Force the speed or acceleration
o Respect/ don't respect road signs
Activate lights
Vehicles (cars, truck, buses, 2-wheels, trailers)
Alive being (pedestrian, animals)
Infrastructure (traffic lights, barriers, message board)
Observe traffic rules:
o Speed limit
o Priority
o Road signs (traffic light, yield, stop)
Avoid collisions with other vehicles and pedestrians
Overtake if needed
Change lane to avoid high density or too slow lane
Put the light and indicators on/off when needed
Anticipate manoeuvres in order to accelerate and turn smoothly
Swarm area definition
Source and Sink control
Pedestrians and animals
Stay on their path (sidewalk, etc.)
Avoid each other
Pedestrians cross roads on pedestrian crossing
Pedestrians observe traffic light when crossing a road
Nano and micro simulation
Vary according to material configuration, played data (3D environment,
number of vehicles, alive being, etc.)
+/- 200 (can be extended with AimsunTraffic)
TSS Aimsun traffic model can be added for a mixed traffic simulation
TRAFFIC
WALKERTRAFFIC
TRAFFICTOOLS
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Optional modules

HEADLIGHT

The HEADLIGHT package is a powerful set of features used for headlight systems design and realistic
night drive experiments. It gives access to the NIGHTTESTMANAGER, AFSMANAGER modules and the
lightingsimulation mode of the VISUAL module.
The NIGHTESTMANAGER is used to create, manage, study and compare in real time vehicle lights. The
VISUAL module renders the headlights (using lightingsimulation rendering mode).
The AFSMANAGER is a tool of the NIGHTTESTMANAGER used to “run” Adaptive Front Lights Strategies
developed with the AFS API provided with the Studio SDK.
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Key features
•
•

Design tools

Rendering

Dedicated tools

Provided data

Included
modules

simulation

Token Manangement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple light sources
Full headlight configuration: optical functions, projectors and light
source positioning
Light sources intensities
FTA, HLT, IES, ATF photometry files
Dedicated rendering mode in visual module
Heterogeneous colour cartography rendering (ATF photometry)
Reflectance properties of materials (BRDF)
Gamma correction and screen calibration
Real-Time rendering of projected ISO Lux curves
Measurement grids
Fog and wet road rendering
Interactive edition of all light’s parameters
Real time illuminance measurement with sensors and mouse picking
Video recording, snapshots
Point of view modification, screen splitting
Vehicle control interface
Weather control interface
Custom AFS control strategy with API

•
•
•
•
•

Sample photometric data
Advanced material databases
Aiming 3D Wall object
AFSMANAGER
NIGHTTESTMANAGER

•
•

Lighting Simulation rendering mode of VISUAL
One instance of this software package enables the headlight mode for
all instances of Visual module
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Optional modules

SENSORS

SCANeR™ studio is used by many customers as the central development and testing platform for many
ADAS and vehicle projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active & Passive safety systems,
V2V, V2I and I2V,
HMI integration / evaluation,
Collision avoidance, Warning, Assistance systems,
Automatic parking,
Autonomous driving,
Etc.

The Sensors package is a powerful set of features for simulating Camera, Radar, Lidar, Ultrasonic.
It gives access to the SENSORS, CAMERASENSOR, LASERMETER modules.
The SENSORS module allows simulating radar and/or ultrasonic sensors technologies.
The CAMERASENSOR allows simulating a camera sensors technology: Images, Lanes detection, Target
detection and recognition (segmentation, please note that for segmentation the feature Segmentation
plugin is required).
The LASERMETER allows simulating Lidar sensors technologies.
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The default data set of SCANeR™studio simulation engine comes with sensors’ samples for camera,
GPS, lidar, radar and ultrasonic:

The users can create/replicate their own sensors technologies using SCANeR™studio’s sensors
interfaces:

Sensors model can be customized using python scripting: anchor point selection, custom noise models,
detection errors, etc.
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Key features
Camera
sensor

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lidar
sensor

▪
▪

Radar
sensor

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
Ultrasonic
sensor

▪

Any number of focal, for each focal: field of view, resolution, distortion, max range
and detection functions
Range and visibility percentage per target type
Image output (access to each frame with the SCANeR™studio SDK)
Lane and marking detection
Targets detection: vehicles, pedestrians, objects, road signs, road lanes/lines
Target detections attributes: anchor point, bounding box, traffic state, many
attributes
Occlusion computation on complete scene
Effects: apply distortion, noise, DOF
Image segmentation output
Compute points cloud using a 3D ray casting: intersection between laser rays and 3D
scene
Debug view of the sensor
Any number of beams, for each beam:
o Horizontal and vertical FoV
o Minimum and maximum range
Range and visibility percentage per target type
Targets detection: vehicles, pedestrians, objects, road signs, road lanes/lines
Target detections attributes: anchor point, bounding box, traffic state, many
attributes
Occlusion computation on complete scene

▪

Any number of beams, for each beam:
o Horizontal and vertical FoV
o Min and max range
o Complex beam geometry
3D computation on whole scene
Compute nearest objects (detection of target in the beams). For each target:
o Distance, azimuth, elevation …
Road filtering and debug view of the sensor

Python

▪
▪

Custom noise model for marking or target detection
Post-processing

Included
simulation
modules

▪
▪
▪

CAMERASENSOR (camera) with Segmentation Plugin
LASERMETER (lidar)
SENSORS (for radar and ultrasonic)

Notes

▪

The GPS sensor module is included in the Essential package (page 9)

▪
▪
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We offer to our clients training sessions about SCANeR.
Here the following training sessions schedule for the end of 2019
and the beginning of 2020 :
• From October 21st 2019 to March 9 2020, a training Session
Essential + Terrain will be available every four weeks.
• From April 4th 2020, the training session Essential + Terrain will
take place every first monday of each month.
• From December 2nd 2019 to February 24 2020, a training
Session Essential + Scenario will be available every four weeks.
• From April 20th 2020, the training session Essential + Scenario
will take place every third monday of each month.

If you have questions, don’t hesitate to contact us and ask for our
training catalog.
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Optional modules

RACING TRAFFIC

The Racing Traffic gives access to the RACETRAFFIC module which simulates vehicles on racing tracks.
A vehicle driven by RACETRAFFIC has the ability to follow a trajectory and a speed profile.
It has also the ability to follow or precede a target vehicle with a target inter vehicular time. Moreover,
this module allows the user to control the lateral shift relative to its trajectory, in order to overtake.
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Racing Traffic: key features
Main features

▪

Traffic management dedicated to race:
Autonomous vehicles follow trajectories with a speed
profile associated
o Autonomous vehicles adapt their speed to a target
vehicle according to an inter vehicular time
▪ Trajectory edition with SCANeR™studio Terrain mode.
Trajectory may be a loop
▪ Speed profile edition with SCANeR™studio Scenario mode
▪ Specific script functions
o SetRaceSpeedFactor: modify the vehicle speed
factor relative the speed profile
o SetRaceTimeToVehicle: make the vehicle
following a target vehicle with an inter vehicular
time
o SetRaceTrajectory: associate the vehicle to the
trajectory
o SetRaceTrajectoryLateralShift: define the lateral
shift relative to the trajectory.
o

Included simulation modules

▪

RACETRAFFIC

Prerequisites

▪
▪

The Add-on Terrain package is required
Trajectories are created with SCANeR™studio Terrain
mode and exported in the RoadXML terrain
Speed profile edition are created with SCANeR™studio
Scenario mode

▪
Limitations

▪
▪

All other Traffic functions are not available
A small inter vehicular time may produce collision with the
target vehicle
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Optional modules

MOTION

The Motion package enables the control of a motion platform in a driving simulator. The MOTION
module allows SCANeR™studio to control the motion platform movements. It enables to re-compute
dynamic equations in another point that the dynamic model gives. It can be used in 2 ways:
•
•

Automatic (default): use the simulation commands to control the motion states.
Manual: allow the supervisor to control manually the motion states in order to deploy and
retract the motion platform independently of the simulation states.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪

Monitor the platform state and user safety
Monitor the platform position in real-time in a GUI
Automatic and Manual control
Depending of the simulator mounting, the SCANeR™studio VISUAL
module allows motion compensation (screen mounted or not on the
platform, etc.)

Cueing algorithms

▪
▪
▪
▪

Use the Motion platform cueing (built-in the controller software)
SERA-CD
Autocue
Using the Motion API (part of Studio SDK), users can develop/interface
their own cueing

Included
modules

▪

MOTION

Supported hardware

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bosch Rexroth motion platforms
Moog FCS motion platforms
CKAS
D-Box
Using the Motion API (part of Studio SDK), users can develop/interface
their own custom platform

Token Manangement

▪

One instance of this software package enables the usage of one motion
platform

simulation
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Optional modules

PHYSIOLOGICAL

The Physiological package gives access to the PHYSIO module which is used to interact with
electrophysiological devices. PHYSIO module currently supports the following devices:
•
•

Biopac AcqKnowledge 4.0 (or higher) with Network Data Transfer option activated.
Ant devices with an ANT+ Dongle.

This package is useful for users who need to synchronize the device’s recording with SCANeR™studio
simulation data.
Furthermore, using this package, users can also create SCANeR™studio events reacting to
physiological data.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪

Convert dynamically data channels to SCANeR™ export channels
Mapping configuration file (data channel/SCANeR™ export
channels)
Create SCANeR™ script reacting to physiological dat.
Record physiological Acknowledge output data channels,
including processed channels, in a synchronized way with other
SCANeR™ records

Included simulation modules

▪

PHYSIO

Prerequisites

▪

SCANeR™ Record module must be launched

Token Manangement

One instance of this software package enables the usage of one
physiological device.

Note: If your hardware is not into the list, please do not hesitate to contact our service for further
information (it may have been added recently). Otherwise, the customer services in AVSimulation can
offer additional services to interface a specific motion platform.
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Optional modules

VIDEO

The Video package gives access to the VIDEO module which is an extension of the RECORD module.
The VIDEO module allows to record video stream coming from video cameras.
Using this module, the video stream records will be synchronized with all SCANeR™studio simulation
data. It natively supports different kind of video streams:
- DirectX camera.
- HTTP and/or RTSP camera.
- Black magic acquisition board
- Screen and audio captures (with the optional ScreenRecorder feature).
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Key features
Main features

▪

▪
▪

Included simulation modules

▪

Prerequisites

▪

Token Manangement

▪

Monitoring: Display a real-time surveillance of the driver
and the simulator (optical sensors as camera or nearinfra-red camera)
Video recording: Record movie in separated stream
(synchronized with the "Recorder package")
Video recordings can be played back using SCANeR™
Analysing Tool, synchronized with SCANeR™studio
simulation time
VIDEO
A license is required for each recording PC

Screen Recorder (option of the Video package)
Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Included simulation modules

▪
▪
▪
▪

Prerequisites

▪

Token Manangement

▪
▪
▪
▪

Limitations

▪

Capture full screen, or part of screen, or windows
Capture also audio on default sound card
Receive the AV stream (RTSP protocol) over the network
Record the AV stream synchronized with SCANeR™
simulation time
Video recordings can be played back using SCANeR™
AnalysingTool, synchronized with SCANeR™studio
simulation time
SCREENRECORDER
SCREENRECORDERCAPTURE (one per PC)
SCREENRECORDERRECORD
SCREENRECORDERCONTROL
A SCREENRECORDER license is required for each simulator
A SCREENRECORDERCAPTURE license is required per
captured stream
A SCREENRECORDERRECORD license is required per
recoded stream
A SCREENRECORDERCONTROL license is required per
recoded stream
SCREENRECORDERCAPTURE is limited to 4 AV streams per
PC

Note: If your hardware is not into the list, please do not hesitate to contact our service for further information (it may have been added
recently following an evolution). Otherwise, it is always possible to ask to AVSimulation for a service or, using the Studio SDK, interface and
synchronize any external device.
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Optional modules

EYE TRACKER

The Eye Tracker package gives access to the EYETRACKER module.
It is a module used as a gateway between SCANeR™studio and tracker systems.
The aim of the EYETRACKER module is to synchronize an eye tracker system with SCANeR™studio
simulation environment:
• During the simulation: Trigger events depending of the driver gaze information and object
looked (computed information can be retrieved into records).
• Post-treatment: Get the tracker system outputs synchronized with all SCANeR™studio
simulation environment.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Time synchronization and data recording
Realtime monitoring
Eye tracker referential tuning
Gaze information in 3D and screen referential
Transport delay from communication to record less than 20ms
Compatible with ROI (region of interest) information from Eye tracking product
Know what the driver is looking at (the road ahead, a particular traffic light, the
speedometer, any of the mirrors or an item of in vehicle equipment, etc.)
Create SCANeR™ script reacting to eye tracker (pedestrian cross the road when
the driver is looking at the in-vehicle communication system, etc.)
Compatibility with SCANeR™ VIDEO to record the Eye tracking stream (if
available)
Compatibility with the optional SCANeR™ Head tracker package if the eye
tracker device does not embed its own (NAC, Pertech, etc.)

Included
simulation
modules

▪

EYETRACKER

Supported
hardware

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Smarteye pro from 4.5 to 6.1
Facelab 4.0 to 5.0
SMI from 1.5 to 2.0
Pertech
Eyelink
Communication UDP

Note: If your hardware is not into the list, please do not hesitate to contact our service for further information (it may have been added
recently following an evolution). Otherwise, it is always possible to ask to AVSimulation for a service or, using the Studio SDK, interface and
synchronize any external device.
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Optional modules

HEAD TRACKER

The Head Tracker package gives access to the HEADTRACKER module.
The aim of the HEADTRACKER module is to re-compute the view point used by the VISUAL module
depending on the driver’s head position/orientation.
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Key features
Main features

▪

Interface with Head Tracking hardware.

Included simulation modules

▪

HEADTRACKER

Supported hardware

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Polhemus
Intersense Initial Cube 2
LaserBird
Art
EMagin Z800
TrackIR
Oculus
OptiTrack

Note: If your hardware is not into the list, please do not hesitate to contact our service for further information (it may have been added
recently following an evolution). Otherwise, it is always possible to ask to AVSimulation for a service or, using the Studio SDK, interface and
synchronize any external device.
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Optional modules

HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE (HLA) GATEWAY

The High-Level Architecture (HLA) gives access to the HLAFEDERATE module.
It is a gateway that allows SCANeR™studio simulation engine to interact with any other simulation’s
computer through HLA regardless of the computing platforms.
HLA is a standard protocol that defines how to create a global simulation made of distributed
simulations, which can interact without needing specific development.
With HLA, each participating simulation is called a federate. It interacts with other federates inside a
federation.
The communication between federates is done thanks to the services provided by the RTI (Run Time
Infrastructure). Federates can “Publish” information to the federation and “Subscribe” information
from the federation.
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Technical data
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Compatible with DIS and HLA standards (1516 and Evolved)
Compatible with RPR2 FOM
Publish and subscribe data
Position dead reckoning
Entities mapping configuration file
Ownership Management: the gateway is able to acquire the ownership of
following
attributes
from
an
external
entity:
Spatial,
ArticulatedParametersArray, PowerPlantOn

Information
published

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Interactive vehicles positions, including articulated parts
Autonomous vehicle position
Dynamic objects (handled by SCANeR™ Physics are published as
“CulturalFeature”
Shot events
Custom articulated parts positions and orientations
Deming plow position and orientation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Vehicles positions, including articulated parts
Shot events
Ownership transfer
Detonation events
“CulturalFeature” entities positions and orientations as infrastructure objects

Included
simulation
modules

▪

HLAFEDERATE

Software
requirements

▪

An HLA RTI is required, SCANeR™ is compatible with:
o Pitch RTI
o VT-Mäk RTI

Use cases

▪

Co-simulation with the tactical simulator VT-Mäk VR-Forces with ownership
management
Co-simulation with the game Bohemia Interactive VBS2 without ownership
management

from SCANeR to
HLA

Information
subscribed
from
HLA
SCANeR

by

▪
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Optional modules

REAL-TIME

The Real-Time package gives access to the RT_GATEWAY module.
The RT_GATEWAY module allows to easily connect SCANeR™studio simulation to RT systems. It can
send any SCANeR™studio data (sensors, vehicles, …) to RT platform using communication plug-ins.
Data are packed as “RT friendly” array of values. A dedicated GUI in studio allows to define data to
forward to RT system through custom “filters”. The communication is bidirectional and can also be
used to send data to SCANeR™studio from RT systems.
Communication Plug-ins are available for UDP and SISCI shared memory.
•
•

UDP is the User Datagram Protocol to establishing connections between applications over
ethernet.
SISCI is a Shared-Memory system using Dolphin hardware which can be used to exchange data
with a real time platform at High speed and low latency.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪

Bi-directional communication with RT platforms
Communication plugins
User defined filters
GUI for filter edition

Communication plugins

▪
▪
▪

UDP
SISCI for use with Dolphin cards
Logger

Filter edition

▪
▪
▪
▪

Filters are edited in studio and can be shared between
scenarios
Select which SCANeR™ data to send
Map received data to Export Channels
Export mapping to Simulink or CSV

▪

RT_GATEWAY

Included simulation modules
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Optional modules

SCENARIO IMPORTER

The Scenario Importer package includes several tools related to scenario generation and massive
executions:
•

ScenarioImporter, generate a SCANeR™ scenario from real word data:
o Mat file, csv or Ibeo© idc input files.
o The output is a scenario with a trajectory for each vehicle.
o Generated scenario is modifiable.
o Command line or GUI based import.
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Optional Features

The optional features are additional functionalities for extending modules capabilities. Per example,
you can add terrain, vehicle dynamics interface, lap time simulation, truck model…
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Optional Features

FORCE FEEDBACK (FFB) INTERFACE

The SCANeR™studio Force feedback package is an option of the DRIVER module. It allows to
interface and to control professional haptic steering wheel and pedals force feedback hardware.
From SCANeR™studio GUI the user can easily parametrize the steering wheel and pedals controllers
(stiffness, damping, maximal torque, friction, etc.).

With this package it is possible to acquire the torque sensor data from the steering wheel to
accurately measure the torque applied by the pilot.
The torque value sent to the hardware can come from the vehicle dynamic model or can be recomputed from a tabulated model.
Active pedals and active shifter support:
•
•

Active pedals: Gas, brake and clutch pedals with dynamic force feedback to simulate nonlinear response, ABS vibration feedback, brake fade, advanced ACC interaction
Active shifter: configure simulator cabin for automatic or manual gear selection without
mechanical intervention + adapt gear layout based on the vehicle or test parameters.

Additional vibration depending on road types can be parametrized.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪

Measure steering wheel position and driver torque
Send vehicle dynamics model torque to the steering wheel
Send road surface vibrations to the steering wheel
Allow the user to take control over the torque feedback
using the API

Included simulation modules

▪

Option of the DRIVER module

Prerequisites

▪

CAN card

Supported hardware

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Gaming device
External device through UDP
Sensodrive
TRW
AVSimulation/OKTAL SW controller

Vibration effects

▪
▪

Scale and signal shape
Ground type scale (Cobblestone, Asphalt, Grass, Concrete)

Token Manangement

The support for DirectX steering wheels is already included in
SCANeR™studio Essential package
1 license is required for each PC.
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Optional Features

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

The Autonomous Driving package adds the Autonomous Driving feature to the DRIVER module.
This feature allows users to easily simulate a generic autonomous driving system (longitudinal and/or
lateral control) and transitions between a manual and an autonomous mode.
Additional script functions come with SCANeR™studio MICE scripting language to allow the user to
define its own transitions rules (e.g. simulate AD zone availability, Take Over request, driver commands
override, etc.).
This feature is appropriate for users who wish to study human factors on autonomous driving without
integrating their own AD models in the loop.
These functions only work in conjunction with the DRIVER module.
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Key features
Main
features

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
mode
▪

Autonomous Vehicle model based on Traffic driver
Lateral and/or Longitudinal control
AD mode availability controlled by Scenario
Configurable transitions between manual and autonomous mode
The steering wheel can turn or not in Autonomous mode
Its actual angle is sent of not to the vehicle dynamics model in Autonomous
AD mode activation through:
o
Data acquisition (cockpit buttons…)
o
ControlPad module
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Optional Features

ADD-ON TERRAIN (3D GENERATION AND GEODATA IMPORT)

•

The feature ADD-ON TERRAIN (3D GENERATION AND GEODATA IMPORT) gives access to extra
feature for the TERRAIN mode of SCANeR™studio:
Generate and save 3D environment files
Create road networks automatically from maps or acquisitions

TERRAIN mode is a RoadXML© editor, www.road-xml.org.
With this mode users will easily be able to:
•

Recreate a road network drastically faster than usual tools:
control the Number of lanes, Lanes’ speed, Markings, Elevation, Banking, Intersections, etc.

•

Design and generate 3D and logical road network with civil engineering approach:
o From scratch,
o From exiting 3D environments.
o From Mobile Measurement Survey.
o From Mapping/GIS data.

Compatible with VISUAL module.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
Supported input formats

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Supported 3D Objects

▪
▪
▪

▪

Easy and quick terrain creation
Create a road network from scratch or by
importing external file formats
Generate basic 3D environment based on elevation
and banking
Road network can easily be georeferenced
Tiles management: Create your road network
libraries and mix these to quickly build several road
networks (tiles can be merged)
Import 3D environment (City Engine, 3DS Max,
Creator, Maya, Sketchup, VR-Studio) and build
road network based on it
Compatibility with VISUAL module
CSV (open format with technical specifications to
import custom made terrain format)
GIS Shapefile (generic, BDTopo)
Here shapefiles Navstreet
OpenStreetMap
TomTom HD (beta xml)
OpenDrive 1.4
Mapel, PALAS2 (road axis, trajectory and 3D
surface)
Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
Native OpenSceneGraph file formats (OSGB, OSGT,
OSG, IVE, etc.)
osgEarth files for GIS data
SCANeR™studio embeds plugins delivered with
OpenSceneGraph to load (save) additional 3D file
formats as DAE, 3DS, OBJ, FLT, DXF
For 3D objects creation a plugin is delivered with
SCANeR™studio to allow users to easily export
their 3D objects built in 3DS Max to
SCANeR™studio

Layers included in 3D generation (each layer
are optional and can be or not included into
the 3D generation).

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Roads
Road markings
Intersections
Generic landscape
3D objects
Ground definition for vehicle dynamic model

Internationalization

▪
▪

Left- or Right-Hand Traffic compatibility
Automate road signs, objects and markings
replacement for internationalization (e.g. easily
switch from French to US road network)

Supported output formats

▪

OpenDrive 1.4

Included

▪
▪

TERRAIN Mode
GeoData and 3DGeneration plugins

Token Manangement

▪

A license is required for each PC
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Optional Features

ADD-ON TRUCK RUNTIME

The Add-on Truck Runtime feature extends CALLAS to execute trucks, buses and machines models.
Vehicles with up to 10 axles and up to 4 trailers.
SCANeR™studio installer comes with the following default data set:
•
•
•

1x Buses,
3x Trailers,
3x Trucks.
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Add-on Truck: Buses default data set delivery
Generalities
Buses

▪

Total length (mm)

11990

▪

Total width (mm)

2490

▪

Number of Axles

2

▪

Twinwheels rear axle

▪

Wheelbase (mm)

6120

▪

Front wheeltrack (mm)

2250

▪

Rear wheeltrack

1880

▪

Unsprung mass (kg)

▪

Sprung mass (kg)

8213

▪

Total mass (kg)

9113

yes

900

Steering (4,7 turns)
▪

Only front axle

▪

Lock to lock ()

yes
1692
Front suspensions

▪

Suspension type

▪

Tires

▪

Max Braking torque (daN.m)

Rigid/Leaf spring
275-65R22.5
2256
Rear suspensions

▪

Suspension type

▪

Tires

▪

Max Braking torque (daN.m)

Rigid/Leaf spring
275-65R22.5
1764
Engines

▪

Maximum torque (daN)

▪

Maximum torque at (rpm)

1515

▪

Maximum power (hp)

408.7

▪

Maximum power at (rpm)

2490

128

Clutch
▪

Hydrodynamic torque converter

▪

Transmission type

RWD

▪

1st gear @1000rpm (km/h)

22.4

▪

2nd gear @1000rpm (km/h)

40.2

▪

3rd

gear @1000rpm (km/h)

55.1

▪

4th

gear @1000rpm (km/h)

77.2

▪

5th

gear @1000rpm (km/h)

96.5

▪

6th

gear @1000rpm (km/h)

134.0

Transmission (Auto 6)
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

SDK

▪
▪
▪

▪
Use cases

▪

▪

Token Manangement

▪

CALLAS Trucks, Buses and Machines
Vehicles with up to 10 axles and up to 4 trailers
Heavy vehicles:
o Buses (articulated or not)
o Semi-Trailers
o Trucks with up to 10 axles
o Agricultural machines
All Car modelling capabilities are available
Twin wheels
Driveline can be mechanical or hydrostatic (I, H, Y, star transmission
schemes, etc.)
A technological modelling of pneumatic suspension with ride height
to control is available
The suspension of 2 axles can be connected
Mobile masses:
o Solid (pendulum)
o Or Liquid (complex 3D computation based on tank shapes)
o Turret: Firing capabilities
o Amphibious vehicle with propellers
CALLAS API
Enables users to create and externalize their own vehicle
components (GMP, suspensions, etc.)
The CALLAS API is available in C++ or in Matlab Simulink, cosimulation, plugin or either real vehicle test bench (engine,
suspensions, etc.) solutions are available
Samples come with SCANeR™studio installer in both development
languages
SIL (Software In the Loop) /Co-simulation with Simulink:
Execute your vehicle components directly with Simulink and get it
running into SCANeR™studio
MIL (Model In the Loop):
Develop a plugin to be loaded on your vehicle components
Depending of the component your plugin will replace it or add it
Library of components can be created and used/shared on CALLAS
vehicle models
One instance of this software package extends all instances of CALLAS
car runtime (included in SCANeR™studio Essential)
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We offer to our clients training sessions about SCANeR.
Here the following training sessions schedule for the end of 2019
and the beginning of 2020 :
• From October 21st 2019 to March 9 2020, a training Session
Essential + Terrain will be available every four weeks.
• From April 4th 2020, the training session Essential + Terrain will
take place every first monday of each month.
• From December 2nd 2019 to February 24 2020, a training
Session Essential + Scenario will be available every four weeks.
• From April 20th 2020, the training session Essential + Scenario
will take place every third monday of each month.

If you have questions, don’t hesitate to contact us and ask for our
training catalog.
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Optional Features

ADD-ON CALLAS EDITION

The Add-on CALLAS Edition feature give access to the VEHICLE mode for CALLAS dynamic model
edition. This mode allows users to create new CALLAS dynamic vehicles models and edit existing ones
(using the default CALLAS models, users do not have to start from scratch to develop their own
vehicles/components).
3 levels of edition are available:
•
•
•

Development of a vehicle.
And/or Development of a component (GMP, Suspension, etc.).
And/or Development of an ADAS.

CALLAS is a mix of functional and multi-body modelling. The objective of the functional modelling
concept is to provide a flexible way to setup any technological solution; this is a necessity during the
preliminary project. The advantage of this solution is to increase calculation speed with no impact on
simulation validity.
The description for each component can be:
•
•
•

Measurements / manufacturers data sheets.
Results from specialized simulation / design software.
User model (plug-in, external software, etc.).
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Key features
Engine

▪
▪

Transmission

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
Suspension

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The engine performances are dependent on the
environmental conditions (temperature, humidity)
The fuel consumption and pollution are calculated
Clutch, CVT and torque converter are available
The gearbox can have up to 20 gears, with short/long
transfer, 2 reverse gears, automatic gearboxes have a
lockup
The automatic gearbox strategy can be edited
Any conventional power distribution can be setup (FWD,
RWD, 4WD)
Any kind of differentials (free, rigid, limited slip differential,
viscous coupling, torsion, with locker, etc.)
Nonlinear suspension elasticity (spring, damper and
bumps)
The heave suspension of racing cars is available (monoshock or 3 suspensions)
Dampers are sensible to travel acceleration and
temperature
Anti-roll bars are nonlinear and have damping effect
Rigid and twist beam axles are available

Steering

▪
▪

All wheels can steer with individual nonlinear laws
Steering torque is calculated in detailed with extract
kinematics

Tires

▪

Tire grip model can be one of the standard Pacejka models
(Michelin, Pacejka, MFTyre up to 5.2, etc.)
A physical model is available; the parameters are physical
data easily understandable (not pure mathematical
coefficients)
Grip is temperature dependent
Inflate pressure can be changed
Internal hard tire for flat rolling is available
Tire / ground interaction is calculated in 3D with a
validated theory for sharp obstacles
Grip depends on ground properties (dry, wet, soft ground)
Aquaplaning is modelled
There is a specific low speed model based on tire elasticity
(necessary for parking manoeuvres)

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
Electronics

▪
▪

ABS, ASR, ESP
Cruise control, automatic gearing and automatic clutch are
available

Aerodynamics

▪
▪

Full wind tunnel map can be used
Wind in the earth referential from any direction and speed

Brakes

▪
▪

Brakes can be hydraulic, pneumatic or electrical
Limiters can be linked to wheel/axle travel, suspension
pressure, etc
Retarder (electrical on gearbox, driveline, or valve at
exhaust pipe)

▪
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Key features

▪

Miscellaneous

▪

▪
▪
▪

It is possible to remove a load from
reference state (inertia matrix is
automatically recomputed)
Friction depends on vehicle load
The real sensors are also simulated
(measurement artefacts, filtering…)
User can create defects on tires, brakes,
engine, steering system, clutch, suspensions
…

Engine and driveline
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Tires

▪
▪
▪

Chassis

▪
▪

Included simulation modules

▪
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Electrical engine (with batteries and power
generation by thermal engine)
Instant torque is time dependent
Mechanical or electrical driveline
Suspensions
Temperature can vary
Elasto-kinematic compliance are nonlinear
with hysteretic effect
Steering column and rack/rod have
nonlinear stiffness
Power steering map is variable with speed
Aerodynamics
Ground effect
Braking
Non-linear brake torque
Time response and hysteresis
Temperature influence and variation
Pacejka converter to physical model is
available
Temperature can vary
Internal rubber (type ATS) for flat tire
situations
Vehicle can be loaded with static and mobile
loads (oscillating masses or a liquid spread
into several tanks)
The chassis can be flexible
Access to the VEHICLE mode for CALLAS
Edition
For Truck Edition the option feature Add-on
Truck is required

ADVANCED SIMULATORS
The Advanced simulator is AVSimulation’s most
immersive simulator. It encompasses the entirety of a
real vehicle, from its driving compartment to its
instruments. Positioned inside a dome and fitted with a
cutting-edge visual system offering up to a 360° view
and a motion platform providing up to 9 degrees of
freedom, the Advanced Simulator is most immersive
simulation solution available.

FULL SCALE SIMULATORS
From any model of car or truck, AVSimulation delivers
a driving simulator incorporating a real vehicle’s
driving cabin in order to offer the driver the most
realistic driving environment. An actual vehicle is fixed
on a 3 to 6 Degree of Freedom motion platform and
makes use of a display system of 1 to 8 channels for
complete immersion.

COMPACT SIMULATORS
This simulator is equipped with features including 3 *
16/9 LCD screens, a manual or automatic gearbox, a
handbrake and real steering wheel with force-feedback.
It can also be equipped with a 3 to 6 Degree of Freedom
motion system as an option.
The Compact Simulator provides the driver with a realistic
driving interface and a large vision. Its reduced size
makes it easily transportable between several sites.
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Optional Features

CUSTOM VEHICLE DYNAMICS INTERFACE

The Custom Vehicle Dynamics Interface feature allows users to interface any external vehicle dynamics
models with SCANeR™studio simulation engine (as CarRealTime, Carsim, AMESim, Custom, etc.).
To interface an external vehicle dynamic model using this feature users have 2 choices:
•
•

Use SCANeR™studio’ plugins.
Or use the VehicleDynamics API (part of the Studio SDK).
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪

Connect any type of dynamic model to SCANeR™studio
Compatible with Real-Time platform

SCANeR™studio Plugins

▪
▪
▪
▪

CarRealTime (versions 17.3 and newer)
Carsim (versions 7 or 8.2.8)
ComUDP to connect a remote model
Not compatible with Real-Time platform

VehicleDynamics API

▪
▪
▪

Interface any vehicle dynamics models
Compatible with Real-Time platforms
Programming Language: C/C++, Simulink

Included simulation modules

•

The feature Custom vehicle Dynamics interface, gives
access to Studio settings only, not the third-party
manufacturer. All the dynamic part of the external
dynamic model is handled by the third-party software of
the manufacturer (SCANeR™studio is an interface)
CarRealTime plugin
CarSim plugin
ComUDP plugin (part of the VehicleDynamics API)
External plugin (part of the VehicleDynamics API)

▪
▪
▪
▪
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Optional Features

MOTORSPORTS (LAP TIME SIMULATION)

The Motorsports (lap time simulation) package is available only for CALLAS dynamics models, it
provides engineering simulation tools to optimize a race vehicle’s setup:
•
•

•
•

Lap Pre-computation: A fast steady-state simulation that estimates the lap time of a given
vehicle on a given race track by computing its performance envelope and applying it.
Dynamic Lap Computation: A fully dynamic simulation that computes the lap time of a given
vehicle on a given race track. The driving is optimized by re-computing sections of the lap
where the vehicle crashes or exits the track.
Data acquisition can be imported to validate the CALLAS model with the actual race car.
The influence of vehicle settings and parameters on the lap time can be evaluated.
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Key features
Key features

Main features

▪
▪

Tools for the optimization of a race vehicle
Importation of the data of the real race car

Prerequisites

▪

CALLAS Edition needed
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Optional Features

PARAMETRIC EXPLORATION

The Parametric Exploration package gives access to the parametric exploration tool.
The goal of the parametric exploration is to study the influence of variations of one or several
parameters in a system on the behavior of all the system for the same situation.
It assesses the impact of parameter variations on the behavior of an entire system and it helps the user
to obtain data necessary in making the right choices.
Two methods are available:
•
•

Modulation of a CALLAS vehicle parameter while observing its impact on vehicle behavior
during a simulation (for example aerodynamic notch variations on the same circuit lap).
Modulation of a scenario parameter while observing its impact on the same vehicle (for
example: speed variations when taking a corner).
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Easily create and configure a "parametric exploration"
Automatically manage all "parametric exploration" runs
using simple data entered by the user
Launch runs in a sequence or individually
Plot a selected graph after each run and make it
immediately available to the user
Extract from each run the previously chosen criteria in
order to plot the "parametric exploration" summary
Store each computation results file to enable further
analysis
Store the runs to be able to work later on it

Prerequisites

▪

Vehicle’s exploration is only compatible with CALLAS
vehicle dynamics models

Included simulation modules

▪

Access to the Parametric Exploration tool
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Optional Features

3D FUSION FOR TECHVIZ

The 3D Fusion for TechViz feature gives the possibility to display CATIA model (and many other
Software) in the VISUAL module during the simulation without any data conversion. SCANeR™ and
CATIA runs in parallel and any change in CATIA is automatically replicated in SCANeR™.
Example of use case with 3D fusion module for TechViz:
-

Study Ergonomics,
Check visibility and safety requirements,
Carry out studios on control systems of the vehicle dynamics,
Review your vehicle design,
HMI prototyping.
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Technical data
Main features

▪
▪
▪

Merging third-party 3D application in SCANeR™ VISUAL in
real time
Use TechViz technology
No 3D data conversion

Included simulation modules

▪

3DFusion VISUAL plugin

Prerequisites

▪

TechViz License required
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Optional Features

WARPING AND BLENDING
The Warping Plug-in activates a specific plugin of the VISUAL module.
It gives the possibility to perform a warping, to distort an image of the VISUAL module to fit on curved
screens, at the image generation (IG) level.
The deformation of an image is determined with the data from third-party software.
There are two types of plug-ins:
• SCANeR internal plug-in that will consume the data provided by external software that
describe a way of deforming an image. Subsequently, the plug-in will apply this deformation
to the image from the visual.
• Specific plug-in which will retrieve the data by an external software then transmits them to an
external system (API) which returns the distorted image.
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Technical data
Main features

▪
▪
▪

Image warping
Image blending
Black level correction

Supported software

▪
▪
▪
▪

ScalableDisplay
DomeProjection
Amateras
Mersive

Included simulation modules

▪

Mersive plugin

For external hardware (or projector itself) customers do no need SCANeR™ Warping Plug-in.
For warping at OS/GPU level (e.g. Immersaview) customers do no need SCANeR™ Warping Plug-in.
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Optional Features

AUGMENTED REALITY

The Augmented Reality feature provides a full set of function for Augmented Reality software
applications, from stereo camera calibration to the final rendering display.
A pair of stereo cameras mounted on a binocular head-mounted display (HMD: Head Mounted Display)
allows the user to see live images from the real world combined with the 3D visual rendering.
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Key features
Main features

▪
▪
▪

Stereo camera calibration tool
Video streaming in visual process via a VISUAL plugin
Chroma key

Included simulation modules

▪
▪

ARCAMERASCALIBRATION module
AugmentedReality plugin
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Optional Features

HEAD MOUNTED DISPLAY (HMD)

The Head Mounted Display feature is a VISUAL module’s plugin to interface an HMD device with
SCANeR™ VISUAL module Oculus and HTC Vive HMD.
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Technical data
Main features

▪

Visual Plug-in for VR display in HTC Vive and Oculus

Supported hardware

▪
▪

Oculus
HTC Vive, HTC Vive Pro

Prerequisites

▪

Steam License required

Included simulation modules

▪

1 warping plugin per VISUAL module
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Web

: avsimulation.fr

Mail

: sales@avsimulation.fr

LinkedIn : linkedin.com/company/avsimulation/

Europe Office
1 Cours de l’Ile Seguin
92100 Boulogne
France
Phone: +33 1 46 94 97 80

US Office
2791 Research Drive
Rochester Hills
MI 48309
United States
Phone : +1 248 564 2009

Japan Office
MAC Systems
Kusumoto 15Bld. 6F 1-7-2 Nishiki, Naka-ku
Nagoya-shi
460-0003
Japan
Phone : +81-52-223-2811
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